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                        INTRODUCTION

   The advantages of the spouted bed technique invented by K, B MATKuR

and P. E. GisHLERi) are well known, However, in the commonly used spouted

beds, large arnount o'f the gas passes through the spout without percolating

through the annular dense phase, as shown in Fig, 1. MATHuR et al. say in
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their recent paper2) that the spouted bed, in common with a fluiclizecl 1)ed, Ss

always a less ethcient system for gas conversion than a Iixed becl, since assritati(')n

of solid particles is achieved at the expense of ineMcient conversion of guss

passing through the spout in the spcuted becl.

   The gas-solid contact in the spouted bed rnust be carraecl out mainly by

the gas percolation through the annular clense phase, Therafore, if all of thee

gas is macle to percolate through the annular dense r)hase, the spouted bed

would be more eMcienk Paying attention to this point, we have nliacle an

attempt to improve t/he spouted bed in strch a way that ail of the gas percolates

through the annulus. The results have been published already in Kagaku

Kogaku Ronbunshti, vol. 1, No, 2, p149 (1975)3) and Kagaku Kogaku R(')nbun-

shu, vol. 2, No. 5, p507 (1976)4). The former clescribcis the hydrc')dynamic

examination and the latter t:he estimation of gas cc)rwersion. In the preserit

paper, we rnention only the important ones of thesee results.

                     MODwrED SPOUTED BED

   So as to prevent the gas flow from leaving the apparatus without pereolating

through the annular dense bed, the upper part of the vessel was closed ancl

the circular gas outlet openiRgs were locatecl side by side in the sicle wall
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surrounrling the annular dense bed. Fine screen was put on each of the gas

outlet openings,

   The diagrams of the modified spouted beds are shown in Figs, 2 and 3.

The suMcient gas flow to maintain a stable spout is introcluced from the gas

inlet opening at the bottom of the vessel. Part of the gas goes into the annular

space and the rest rises upward through the spout. The gas in the spout,

having reached some above the bed level, reverses its direction, passes through

the annular dense bed, and leaves the vessel through the gas outlet openings

in the side wall. Thus･; all o'f the gas necessarily passes through the annular

dense bed before it: ieaves the vessel.

   On the other hancl, the motion of the solid particles in the modified spoutecl

bed is not remarkably different from that of a commonly used spouted becl.

Simi!arly, in the modified spouted bed, the particles are carried upward by the

gas in the central spout ancl move uniformly downward in the annular space

surrounding t,he spout.

   Therefore, it may be said that the performance of the s.pouted bed as the

gas-soiid contact system is improved, while the main advantages of the spouted

bed, such as isothermicity due to agitation Qf solids, are sti!1 retainecl,

          FURTHER IMPROVEmaNT OF THE SPOUTED BED

   By the modification of the gas outlet position, we can make all of the gas

pass through the annular dense phase. However, good spouting is achieved

                                    only over a narrQw range of the gas
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t.e the bed height. In addition, there ls
                                considerable variation of the gas-solid

,E contact time caused by the difference
.b-.

E of the gas flow path length in the
tsi , annular dense bed as shown in Fig. 4.
                                    In order to obviate these defects,
v=mt we have made another attempt to
 i
                                use a double walled type which has

:' been used inafiuidized bed by lsHIDA
en

9 .and SHIRAI5), in combination withoe                                the side-outlet spouting operation.
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bgd. Consequently the various defects of the spouted bed have been obviated.

Diagrams of typical doube-walled spouted beds are shown in Figs. 5 an' d 6
   In the double-walled spouted bed, the annular solid bed never collapses
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because the inner cylinder supports the solids in the annular space. Accordingly,

the gas flow rate and the shape of the vessel can be changed overawide range

without decreasing the stability of the spouted bed. Both the gas-solid contact

time and the time required for the solids to pass through the annular spa'ce

can be varied over a relatively wide range by the adjustmet of the total gas

fiow rate or the change of the shape o'f the vqssel. `'

   Furthermore in the double-walled spoutecl bed, there is no ctoss fiow o'f

the gas frem the s,potit to the annulus or the solids from the annulus to the

spout. Then the vm'iation of the gas-solid contact time in the annulus which

depends on the difference of the gas fiow path length in the annulus is very

small, In addition, all of the particles, starting at various radii on the top

surface of the annuius, reaclza the bottom of the bed a'fter ･staying in the spout

about the same time. Time required for the solids to pass througli the annular

space is considerably uniform. **

DETERMINATION on THE GAS FLOW PATH IN TEIE ANNULUS

   To determine the gas flow path in the annular space in the spouted bed,

following experiments have been made by the use of the air at room temerature

and the spherical glass beads. Average properties of gla$s beads are shown in

Table l, Pressure distribution in the Tablel
annulus was measured using a half properties of solids (glass beads)

sectional column cut byavertical plane. Average diameter 1.8mm

Many small openings (O.3mm in dia. Specific gravity 2.s
                                    Angle of repose 2gameter) are arranged with s,eparations
                                    Minimum fluidizing velocity l.lmlsec
of 5-10 mm on the flat wall of the half

sectional colnmn. Under the steady state operation conditions, the static

pressure at each small opening was measured with a water-air U-tube or a

micromanometer. It should be noted that the pressure distribution in the annulus

can not be exactly measured by the insertion of a pressure probe into the

annulus,

   A relationship between pressure gradient and air velocity was predeter-

mined ernpirically by the use of the packed bed in which the void fraction was

maintained at the same value as in the annulus of the spouted bed. The void

fraction is almost the $ame anywhere in the annulus of the spouted bed, By

the aid of this relation, .the velocities and clirections o'f gas fiow at various

positions can be obtained from the pressure distribution data. The pressure

* Kagaku Kogaku Ronbunshu, vol. 1, No. 2, p153, Fig. 9

** Kagaku Kogaku Ronbunshu, vol. 1, No. 2, p152, Fig, 7
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distribution is expressed using' the isobaric lines as shc}wn on the left half of

Fig. 3. The other half of Fig. 3 illustrates, the streaznlines of air percolatlng

through the annular space, Streamlines are (lrawn in such a way that they

intersect perpendicularly the i$obaric lines, The volumetric flow rate of gas,

passing through each stream tube between 'two acljacent streamlines is one-tenth

of the gas percolating through tl?e annulus. The gas-sf-)lid contact time in each

stream tube is calculatecl by dividing the volume of eatch stream tube by the

volumetric fiow rate of the gas passing through the stream t,ube, The va'riation

of gas-solid contac't tirne obtained in this way is shown in I?ig, 4, The $treazri

tube numbers in Flg. 4 corresponcl to those in I?ig. 3, As is evident from Fig.

3, all of the gas necessarily percolates through tha annular clense 1)hase in the

modified spouted' bed.

              CALCULATXON OF THE GAS CONVERSION

   In order to compare the performanae of the naodifiecl spoutecl becl as a

reactor with that of the commonly used tep-outlet type one, the ¢alculation c'xf

the gas conversion was carried out basecl 6n the picture of the gas streamlines

in the annular space of each type of the spouted beds,

   The two-region model of a spouted-bed catalytic reactor2) suggested by

MATHuR et aL is worth noting as a new approach for predicting the chemical

conversion for a spouted bed reactor. Their method, however, is not based on

the experiinentally obtained gas flow pattern in the annular space, so that it

can not be applied to investigatkig how the improvement of gas flow pattern

affects the performance of a spouted bed reactoy. We propose a quick and

convenient calculation based on the observed gas fiow pattern, The present

calculation does not require any empirical equation, for instance, an equation

for the fractional gas flow rate in the annulus. This greatly simplifies the

calculation. Analogous to the case o'f MATHuR et al. , we consider the sirnple

case of a first order reaction, using porous catalyst particles, with no mass

transfer and no diffusional effects. Furthermore, changes in volumetric flux

due to changes in mola/ fiux arising 'from the chemical reactions, as well as

due to pressure changes, are ignored in the present calculations. An i$othermal

reaction is assumed.

   It can be considered that the reaction in the spouted bed takes place in

the stream tubes connected in parallel as shown in Fig, 7. Assuming plttg fiow

of gas in the spout as well as in the annulus for conveiiience, the fractional

conversion of the reactant leaving the ith stream tube Xi is calculated by the

equation ..
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             xi, x
ith stream tube O.veratt .
gOat$"Rf,QVi'at., ,, galii COnversion

Fig. 7 Parallel stream tubes

            1-Xi :- exp [- (1-e) KrTi] (1)
where Kr :reaction rate constant based on volume of solids, sec-t

        E=:void fraction in the stream tube

        ri :･:: gas-solid contact time in the ith stream tube, sec

          - volume of theith strearn tube Vi
            volumetric gas flow rate in the ith stream tube vi

We have observed that void fractions are nearly constant everywhere in the

annulus. The average values o'f void fractions in the annulus are slighlY

different between the commonly used type and the improved one.,Observed

values qf O, 39 for the commonly usecl one and O. 37 for the improved one are

used as the average values of void fractions in the annulus. We applied the

average value of O. 95 used by MATHuR et al, over the eiitire height of the

spout.

   The unconverted fraction of the reactant leaving the reactor can be then

obtained by combining the gas leaving each stream tube, Thus the unconvetted

fraction of gas ieaving the reactor is

, 1-X=:],Ii;=, (1-Xi)vi /I.,,vi (2)

where X represents the overall fractional convetsion which we seek from these

calculationsl and n is the number of stream tubes. The overall fractional

conversion can be calculated by substituting the gas-solid contact time in each

stream- tube into Eq. (1), and then substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (2).

                  THE ,REACTQR PER[F'ORMANCE

   Equally-sized half sectional columns of the top-outlet type and the side-

outlet tYpe spouted' beds are built to establish the air strearnlines in the annuli

of the beds as shown in urig. 8. The ratios of. the bed gepth to the diarneter
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of the air inlet, H/D, are 10, 7,O and 4. 7. For these different bed depths,

there is no remarkable differences in both the gas flow patterns and the cha-

racteristics of the gas conversion curves. The gas streamlines and the variations

of gas-solid contact time for the top-outlet and side-outlet types with ltl7D ==

7.0are shown in Figs.9and lO. ' ･-
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.

Effect bf gas flow rate on gas conversion

   Figs. 11 and M show the effect of gas fiow rates on the overall gas con-

version for the toP-out!et and side-outlet types. The effect of the gas flow rate

on the overall gas conversion remarkably differs between the top-outlet and

side-outlet types. For the top-outlet type, the curve moves downward with the

increase of the ga$ fiow rate, because the increase in gas fiow rate causes an

increase in percentage of gas fiow rate in the spout. For the side-outlet type,

the shape of the gas streamlines is not remarkably affected by the increase in

gas flow rate, and the overall gas conversion remains unchanged.

Role of spout and annulus regions in gas conversion

   The fractional conversions ot the gas leaving the spout and the annulus o'f

the top-outlet type are shown in Fig. 13, The figure also includes the overa!1

gas conversion. As is evident frgm Fig.,.13,･the overall gas conversion for the

top-outlet type becomes poor because some part of the gas does not go into the

annulus and passes only through the spout.
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        In the annulus,,the gas percolate$ throu,gh,the void $paces between uni-

     formly moving partlcles, so the gas flow in 'ealth getrqam ･tube niay closely

     approximates plug Aow. However, in the spout, the ccnnplida'ted and irregular

                                                        '     eddying motion of gas, with its large deviation from blug flow, leads to the

     great difficulty of exact estimation of the gas conversion.' The gas･solid contact

     in the spouted bed is mainly carried out by the gas percolat:ion tthrough thct

                                                  '     annular dense phase. In the sidgzo'utlet type, the gas, having passecl thr"ugli

     the spout, neeessarily percolates through the annulus, so that the overall gas

     conversion is not substantially influenced by the gas conversi{)n in the spout.

     This particular feature of the sicle-outlet type spouted bed niakes it pc)ssible

, to easily estimate the conversion of the gas leaving the reactor.

     Comparison between top-out!et and side-outlet types

        The calculated gas conversions for equally sized top-outlet and sicie･otttiet

                                                    tt     type spouted beds are presented in Yig, 14 as a function ofiKrrav, 'rblle ctirves

                                            '     were obtained on the basis of the picture of the gas streamlihes in th6 sp6uted
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bed reactor operated nearly,at t.h, e minimum .spoutable gas fiow rate', assuming

that the shape of gas streamlines･-is not altered by changing tke gas flow rate,

This assumption is not true･for the top-outlet type. As mentioned above, the

shape o'S gas streamlines in the top-outlet type is altered by changing the gas

fiow rate and therefore the gas conversion ctiry,e moves downward with increase

of the gas flow rate. When the g,as gow rate is higher than the minimum

spoutable flow rate, t,h' e, gas conversion for t,he top-outlet type is in fact lower
than the curve in I:rig.'14. Thereiore the' gas coriversion a$ shown in Fig. 14

is overestimated 't't,,r the top-outlet type with the exception when operated at

the minimum gas flow rate. In,spite of this ･overestimation, the side-outlet

type gives a higher gas conversion, The gas conversion curve for the fixed

bed operation, in which perfect plug flow of gas is assurned, is also showii in

the same figtire bY the brbken line. This curve gives the higliest gas conversion

one can expect for the gasFsolid reaction in a flow system. The gas conversion

for the side-outlet type approaches to that for the fixed bed reactor with the

perfect plug flow.

   As we u$ed small columns of 100 rnm in diameter, the gas-solid contact

time in the reactor is limited to be considerably short. Therefore the rate con-

stant Kpt of industrially useful reactions give the values of KrTav in the range

of about O. i-1. When the value of KrTav is in such a range, the extent of gas

conversion is not widely different for the top-outlet and sicle-outlet types,

However, when the relatively fast reaction is conductecl in the industrial!y

sized unit, the value of KrTav must be much larger and the difference in gas

conversion between the top-outlet and side-outlet types becomes larger, as is

evident frorn Fig. 14, '
   The gas conversion curve for the sideToutlet type approaches to that for

the plug flow reactor more closely as the ratio of bed depth to air inlet size

becornes smaller.

   Fig. 15 presents the gas conversion for the double-walled side-outlet type

spouted beds as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. There is not any notable differences

in gas conversion between side-outlet and double-walled side-outlet types, but

the gas conversions for the latter are near,ly equal to those of the cQrresponding

fixed bed. This interesting result implies that an approximate value of chemical

conversion can be obtained quite simply 'for the double-walled spouted bed.

Without drawing the picture of strearnlines in the annulus, we can･ approxi-

mately estimate the chemical conversiQn by regarding the doublenywalled spou'ted

bed as the fixed bed reactor which has a uniform gas-solid contact time. It

* Kagaku Kogaku Ronbunshu, vol. 2, No, 5 p5!O, Fig. 9
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may be considered as one of the inost important advantages of the double-vvalled

side-outlet spouted bed,

                            SUMMARY

    The authors have rnade an attempt to improve the spouted bed froxn the

viewpoint of preventing the gas fiow from leaving the apparatus withc)ut per-

colating the annular dense phase, Hydrodynamic examinations $howed that the

effectiveness of gas-solid contaet is much improvecl, Fractional conversion$ of

the gas leaving the spouted bed reactors were ¢alculated, basecl on the observed

gas strearnlines in the annulus, The gas conversion for the commonly useecl

top-outlet type becomes poor because of excessive by-passing of gas through

the spout. The side"outlet type gives much higher gas conversion in comparison

with the top-outlet type since all of the gas pereolates through the annul'
u'

s,

The performance of the side-outlet type approaches to that of the fixed bed

reactor which is expected to have the highest value for the' gas-solid reaction

in a fiow system. Espe¢ially for the double-walled sicle-outlet type, the reactor

performance is almost the same as the fixed becl reactor.

   The new method proposed in the present paper for estirnating the perfor-

mance of the spouted bed reactor uses experimentally obtained gas streamlines,

and rnay applicable to more complicated reactions,
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Nomenclature

D =gas inlet diameter [mm]
Kr :reaction rate constant based on volume of solids [sec-i]
n =the number of stream tubes

Ui == average air velocity in air inlet [m/sec]
Umf:=-T rninimum fiuidizing air velocity [m/sec]
Vi pm- volume oU'he ith stream tube [m3]
vi -- voiumetric gas flow rate through theith stream tube [mS/Sec]

X =fractional conversion of reactant leaving the reactor [-]
Xi -- fractional conversion of reactant leaving the ith stream tube [-]

G =void fraction in stream tube [-]
Tav == ave.rage gas-solid contact time [sec]
Ti -- gas-solid contact time in the ith stream tube [sec)
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